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1 Symbolic

Abstract
Grounding language in contextual information
is crucial for fine-grained natural language understanding. One important task that involves
grounding contextual modifiers is color generation. Given a reference color “green”, and
a modifier “bluey”, how does one generate
a color that could represent “bluey green”?
We propose a computational pragmatics model
that formulates this color generation task as
a recursive game between speakers and listeners. In our model, a pragmatic speaker reasons about the inferences that a listener would
make, and thus generates a modified color that
is maximally informative to help the listener
recover the original referents. In this paper,
we show that incorporating pragmatic information provides significant improvements in performance compared with other state-of-the-art
deep learning models where pragmatic inference and flexibility in representing colors from
a large continuous space are lacking.

1

Introduction

When describing colors, people rely on comparative adjectives such as “pale”, or “bright” (Lassiter
and Goodman, 2017). Understanding how these
comparative words modify the referent color, it
requires extensive language grounding, in this case
in color space (Monroe et al., 2017). For instance,
understanding (i.e., correctly generating) a color
that corresponds to “pale yellow” requires some
knowledge about the meaning of “yellow” and “pale”
in color space, and how the latter modifier modifies the former referent color. Understanding such
modifiers and how they are grounded in image
space is imperative for fine-grained attribute learning (Farhadi et al., 2009; Russakovsky and Fei-Fei,
2010; Vedaldi et al., 2014).
Color provides a simple and tractable space in
which to study natural language grounding. Winn

Figure 1: Examples of the color modification task,
shown in RGB space. Given the reference color (Ref.
Color), the modifier changes the color towards a target
color. We represent this modification by going from
left to right of the colored bar; the target color is shown
at the right-end of the bar. The reference color for the
top row is green, and purple for the middle and bottom
rows.

and Muresan (2018) proposed a new paradigm
focusing on using machine learning to produce
grounded comparative adjectives in color description. As shown in Fig. 1, given a color “green”
represented by the RGB vector [184, 71, 69] and a
modifier “dirty”, the task is to generate RGB vectors
for the color “dirty green”. Previous studies have
trained deep learning models to generate modified
colors by grounding comparative adjectives (Winn
and Muresan, 2018; Han et al., 2019), which produce strong results, but these models lack a notion
of pragmatics, which is important for modelling
tasks that require extensive language grounding.
In parallel, all previous works admit an important
limitation where they ignore the richness of the
color representation space by only considering a
single RGB vector to represent a color label, which
is not satisfying as a color label may be represented
by a region in the color space.
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In this paper, we propose adding pragmatic informativeness with leveraging with the richness of the
color representations, a feature present in human
contextualized color generation process, but which
has been lacking in deep learning approaches to
contextualized color modification tasks. The pragmatic approaches have been successfully applied
to cognitive science and computational linguistics
tasks such as reference games, where one has to
understand pragmatics grounded in local context in
order to correctly select the target in the presence of
distractors (Andreas and Klein, 2016; Monroe et al.,
2017; Cohn-Gordon et al., 2018, 2019; Nie et al.,
2020). Specifically, we propose a reconstructorbased pragmatic speaker model that learns color
generation via pragmatically grounding comparative modifiers.
Our work differs from most RSA-based models
because we do not have a choice of distractors and
referent targets: Rather, the task is to generate a target. Given a reference color (a vector in RGB color
space) and a comparative modifier (e.g., “dirty”),
a literal speaker model first generates modified
colors using deep learning models as in (Winn and
Muresan, 2018; Han et al., 2019). We kept our literal speaker close to previous, state-of-the-art deep
learning models that learn a nonlinear mapping
from words to (changes in) color space. Building
on the literal speaker, we propose a listener that reasons about the literal speaker and tries to guess the
original referent color. Finally, our reconstructorbased pragmatic speaker reasons about the listener,
and produces modified colors that are maximally
informative, which would help the listener correctly
recover the referent. We find that our pragmatic
speaker model performs significantly better than
the state-of-the-art models on a variety of test scenarios 1.

2

Data

We use the dataset2 generated by Winn and Muresan
(2018). This dataset was initially based on results
of a color description survey collected by Munroe
(2010) in which participants were asked to provide
free-form labels for colors, giving a collection of
mappings between color labels and colors. As a
result, this alludes the fact that a single color label
may be represented by different colors. This initial
1Code is avaliable at https://github.com/
frankaging/Pragmatic-Color-Generation
2https://bitbucket.org/o_winn/comparative_
colors
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Figure 2: Model architecture for our reconstructorbased pragmatic speaker model, which consists a literal speaker model and a implicit reconstructor-based
listener model.

survey was then cleaned and filtered by McMahan
and Stone (2015), producing a set of 821 unique
color labels, with an average of 600 RGB vectors
per label. The dataset we use contains 415 triples,
which includes 79 unique reference color labels
and 81 unique modifiers. We later partitioned the
dataset into Train, Dev and Test set as in Winn and
Muresan (2018). See Appendix A for details.

3 Pragmatic Model
The task is formulated as a conditional color generation task. Given a set of sampled RGB vectors
𝒄𝒓 for a reference color label and a modifier 𝑚, our
objective is to generate a RGB vector 𝑐ˆ𝑡 that is close
to the gold-standard RGB vector 𝑐 𝑡 for the target
color label. This process involves two main steps
as shown in Fig. 2.
Literal Speaker We first describe the base literal
speaker model, 𝑆0 , which generates a probability distribution 𝑆0 ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 |𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚) over target colors 𝑐ˆ𝑡
given a reference color 𝑐𝑟 ∈ 𝒄𝒓 and a modifier 𝑚
(represented using word embeddings). To parameterize 𝑆0 , we build our literal speaker model using
the deep neural network proposed by Winn and
Muresan (2018). See Appendix B for details.
To leverage samples per color label, we randomly
sample 𝑛 RGB vectors 𝑐𝑟 for each color label, as
𝒄𝒓 .3 We pass each sample through the deep learning
3We randomly sample 100 RGB vectors for a particular
color, and use the mean RGB values of these 100 RGB vectors
as the RGB values for one sample. We iterate this process 𝑛

Models

Test Set
WM18

HSC19-HSVretrain

𝑆0

𝑆2𝑅

Cosine Similarity (Std. Dev.); Higher = Better
Seen Pairings (SP)
Unseen Pairings (UP)
Unseen Ref. Color (URC)
Unseen Modifier (UM)
Fully Unseen (FUN)
Overall (OR)

.680 (-)
.680 (-)
.400 (-)
.410 (-)
-.210 (-)
.650 (-)

.869 (.023)
.739 (.115)
.424 (.088)
.620 (.132)
.408 (.099)
.758 (.056)

.926 (.002)
.823 (.005)
.751 (.007)
.603 (.002)
.552 (.011)
.855 (.003)

.934 (.001)
.834 (.003)
.803 (.004)
.690 (.002)
.564 (.009)
.859 (.002)

Delta-E Distance (Std. Dev.); Lower = Better
Seen Pairings (SP)
Unseen Pairings (UP)
Unseen Ref. Color (URC)
Unseen Modifier (UM)
Fully Unseen (FUN)
Overall (OR)

6.10 (-)
7.90 (-)
11.4 (-)
10.5 (-)
15.9 (-)
6.80 (-)

5.58 (.022)
8.00 (.082)
20.5 (1.33)
16.0 (1.28)
16.4 (.665)
8.96 (.324)

5.03 (.012)
5.79 (.008)
10.1 (.011)
13.2 (.072)
15.0 (.011)
6.88 (.005)

4.79 (.011)
5.72 (.006)
9.49 (.013)
13.2 (.066)
15.0 (.006)
6.57 (.003)

Table 1: Average cosine similarity score and Delta-E distance over 10 runs, of our literal speaker (𝑆0 ) and our
reconstructor-based pragmatic speaker (𝑆2𝑅 ) in comparison to previous models: WM18 proposed by Winn and
Muresan (2018), and HSC19-HSV proposed by Han et al. (2019). To facilitate comparison with our models, we
retrained HSC19-HSV, with more details in the main text. (-) indicates that standard deviations were not reported
in the original paper. Bolded values indicate the best performances.

layers, to generate multiple target colors. As a result,
the model predicts 𝑛 modified RGB vectors 𝑐ˆ𝑡 ∈ 𝒄ˆ𝒕
for a target color label. In our experiments, we set
𝑛 to 10.
To evaluate generated 𝑐ˆ𝑡 via sampling, we formulate the probability distribution as 𝑆0 ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 |𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚), by
using the distances between RGB vectors in RGB
space:
𝑆0 ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 |𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚) ∝ Í

𝑒 Δ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 ,𝒄¯𝒓 )
0

0

𝑐ˆ𝑡

𝑒 Δ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 ,𝒄¯𝒓 )

(1)

where 𝒄¯𝒓 is the mean RGB vector associated with
the reference color label. See Appendix C for our
formulation of distance function Δ(·) in Eqn. 1 and
Eqn. 2.
Reconstructor-Based Pragmatic Speaker To
increase informativeness of our outputs from 𝑆0 ,
we further propose a “listener” that maximizes the
probability of reconstructing inputs from the outputs of our literal speaker model. The listener
produces a probability distribution 𝐿 1𝑅 (𝑐𝑟 | 𝑐ˆ𝑡 , 𝑚)
by reconstructing 𝑐𝑟 given a 𝑐ˆ𝑡 and 𝑚. We parameterize 𝐿 1𝑅 using a separate neural network which
has the same model architecture as in 𝑆0 trained

with the objective of predicting 𝑐𝑟 given 𝑐 𝑡 and
word embeddings for 𝑚.
Similar to Equation 1, we formulate the probability distribution for 𝐿 1𝑅 (𝑐𝑟 | 𝑐ˆ𝑡 , 𝑚) by considering
reconstruction error using the distance between
RGB vectors in the RGB space:
−1

𝐿 1𝑅 (𝑐𝑟 | 𝑐ˆ𝑡 , 𝑚)

© 𝑒 Δ( 𝑐ˆ𝑟 ,𝒄¯𝒓 ) ª
∝ Í
®
0
0 𝑒 Δ( 𝑐ˆ𝑟 , 𝒄¯𝒓 )
𝑐
ˆ
« 𝑟
¬

(2)

where 𝑐ˆ𝑟 is the reconstructed RGB vector for a
reference color label. Unlike Equation 1, we have
the probability proportional to the inverse of the
distance function as we want the reconstructed
reference color to be close to the true reference
color.
Now, we introduce our pragmatic model, the
reconstructor-based pragamatic speaker model,
which combines the literal speaker and the
reconstructor-based listener (Fig. 2). Formally,
the reconstructor-based pragmatic speaker generates a probability distribution over 𝑐ˆ𝑡 , weighting
both the 𝐿 1𝑅 and 𝑆0 terms:
𝑆2𝑅 ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 |𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚) = 𝐿 1𝑅 (𝑐𝑟 | 𝑐ˆ𝑡 , 𝑚) 𝜆 · 𝑆0 ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 |𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚) 1−𝜆
(3)
where 𝜆 is a pragmatic reasoning parameter that

times.
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Figure 3: Examples of predictions for our retrained model (Han et al., 2019) HSC19-HSV, and our reconstructorbased pragmatic speaker model 𝑆2𝑅 . See Appendix H for details about retraining.

controls how much the model optimizes for discriminative outputs, following (Monroe et al., 2017).
The predicted RGB vector with the highest probability in Eqn. 3 is our pragmatic prediction for 𝑐ˆ𝑡 .
We found an optimal value of 𝜆 at 0.33 using grid
search by evaluating with the Validation set.

both evaluation metrics. For more difficult test
cases where one of the input is unseen, our models
perform extremely well. Fig. 3 shows examples
from our models. See Appendix G for explanations
and error analysis. We also investigated whether
different distance functions in Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 2
affect our performance results, as in Appendix I.

4 Experiment Setup
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We evaluate our models under 5 different test sets
as in Winn and Muresan (2018); Han et al. (2019):
Seen Pairings (SP), Unseen Pairings (UP), Unseen
Reference Color (URC), Unseen Modifiers (UM),
Fully Unseen (FUN) and Overall (OR) sets. See
Appendix D to F for details about evaluation splits,
model configurations and evaluation metrics.

5

Results

Table 1 shows test results, in comparison with previous best performing models. We retrain the best
performing model HSC19-HSV (Han et al., 2019)
with our evaluation pipeline to ensure fairness.
Compared to the both models, our literal model
𝑆0 achieves better performance across most test
cases while maintains similar performance in others
as shown in the Table 1. This is expected given
the fact that 𝑆0 maximizes information gain via
additional evaluating with sampling procedure. Our
pragmatic model 𝑆2𝑅 further increases performances
across all Test sets by outperforming our literal
model 𝑆0 with significant gains, which is expected
given the model adds pragmatic informativeness.
For all the test sets, 𝑆2𝑅 exceeds the state-of-theart (SOTA) deep learning based models across
441

In this paper, we propose a novel reconstructorbased pragmatic speaker model, and apply it to a
color generation task that requires extensive grounding of contextual modifiers in color space. Our
base literal speaker model, with no pragmatics
and which adapts previous deep learning models
with distractor sampling, performs respectably on
modifiers and colors that it was trained on, but
performs poorly when testing on previously unseen modifiers and colors. Our pragmatic speaker
model reasons about a listener that tries to guess the
speaker’s input, and hence provides pragmatically
informative utterances (colors). The output of the
pragmatic speaker model shows consistent improvements in performance over the base literal speaker
model across multiple testing conditions, unseen
test words (e.g. unseen colors). We note that in this
case (and in many other datasets as well), the data
was generated by people—perhaps people may be
applying some pragmatic reasoning when labeling
colors. We speculate that this might both (i) explain
the performance of the pragmatic speaker model,
and (ii) justify the pragmatic assumptions we make
in building our model.
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Appendix
A

Data

We partition the datasets into different sets includes
a Train set, a Validation set and a collection of Test
sets. The Train set (271 triples) and the Test sets
(415 triples, described in Sec. 4) are partitioned as
in the original paper (Winn and Muresan, 2018).
The Validation set (100 triples) contains triples
sampled from the Train set for hyper-parameter
tuning (not used for training). Additionally, RGB
vectors of a color are partitioned across these three
sets so that different sets use distinct RGB vectors
to represent a color label; thus, if a color label
(e.g. “red”) appears as a reference color in both
training and testing sets, we will use different sets of
RGB vectors for them. We use the same approach
presented in Winn and Muresan (2018): using the
mean value of a set of RGB vectors to represent the
gold-standard RGB vector for a target color label
for performance comparison. Note that color labels
may contain adjective modifiers, such as “dirty
green”. Winn and Muresan (2018) converted these
mappings to triples of (reference color label, modifier, target color label), such as (“green”, “dirty”,
“dirty green”), where both the reference color labels
and target color labels are included in the original
dataset.

B

Figure 4: Model architecture for our base literal speaker
𝑆0 model, which is based on the model proposed
by Winn and Muresan (2018).

where W2 and b2 are learnt parameters. Following
previous works (Winn and Muresan, 2018), our
loss function two parts: (1) minimizing the cosine
distance between the “true” color modification in
RGB space, (𝑐 𝑡 − 𝑐𝑟 ), and the predicted modification ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 − 𝑐𝑟 ). (2) minimizing the mean square
error between 𝑐 𝑡 and 𝑐ˆ𝑡 . Intuitively, the first part
supervises the model to learn contextual meanings
of modifiers, while the second part supervises the
model to draw colors accurately.

Literal Model

The model takes two inputs as shown in Fig. 4: the
modifier 𝑚 and the RGB vector 𝑐𝑟 for the reference
color label. An input modifier is represented by using 300-dimensional GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). We represent the modifiers
as a bi-gram to account for comparatives that need
“more” (e.g. “more vibrant”); single-word modifiers
are padded with the zero vector. Both the word embeddings 𝑚 of modifiers and the color RGB vector
𝑐𝑟 are concatenated and fed into a fully connected
feedforward layer with a hidden size 30:
𝑓 𝜙 (𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚) = W1 [𝑐𝑟 , 𝑚] + b1

(4)

where W1 and b1 are learnt parameters. The output
hidden state 𝑜1 of the first layer is concatenated
with the color RGB vector, and fed into another
fully connected layer 𝑓 𝜓 with a hidden size 3 to
predict the RGB vector 𝑐ˆ𝑡 for a target color label:
𝑓 𝜓 (𝑜 1 , 𝑚) = W2 [𝑜1 , 𝑐𝑟 ] + b2
𝑐ˆ𝑡 = 𝑓 𝜓 (𝑜 1 , 𝑚)

(5)
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C Distance Function
We propose that modified target color is expected
to diverge from the reference color in the color
space as in Winn and Muresan (2018). We use
Delta-E 2000 in CIELAB color space as Δ(·) in
Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 2 (See Sec. 5 for the description
and other distance metrics). The RGB vector with
the highest probability is considered as the final
output for 𝑆0 . We use Delta-E 2000 in CIELAB
which is also commonly used in previous works
for evaluating model performances in color generation (Winn and Muresan, 2018) (See Sec. 4 for the
definitions). Note that this distance measurements
can be replaced by other metrics.

D Evaluation Splits
We evaluate our models under 5 different test sets
as in Winn and Muresan (2018); Han et al. (2019):
(1) 271 Seen Pairings (SP): The triple (reference
color label, modifier, target color label) has been
seen in the training set. (2) 29 Unseen Pairings

(UP): The reference color label and modifier have
been seen in the training set, but not their pairing
(i.e., they appeared separately). (3) 63 Unseen
Reference Color (URC): reference color label is not
present in the training set, but modifier is. (4) 41
Unseen Modifiers (UM): modifier is not present in
the training set, but the reference color label is. (5)
Fully Unseen (FUN): Neither reference color label
or modifier has been seen in the training data. (6)
Overall (OR): All samples in the testing set. As
mentioned in Sec. 2, we use a different set of RGB
vectors in the test sets for a color label that has
been seen during training to ensure our model is
not overfitting with the training set. We averaged
our performance results over 10 runs with distinct
random seeds.

E

Model Configurations

To train our models, we use a standard laptop
with 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 and 16 GB 2133 MHz
LPDDR3 with GPU training disabled. With this
computing infrastructure, it takes about 10 minutes
to train all of our models, where each model is
trained with 500 epochs. Our literal speaker model
𝑆0 contains 18,222 trainable parameters which is
the same as reconstructor-based listener model 𝐿 1𝑅 .
Our reconstructor-based listener pragmatic speaker
𝑆2𝑅 contains 36,445 trainable parameters.

F

Evaluation Metrics

We use two different metrics to evaluate our models, following Winn and Muresan (2018); Han et al.
(2019): (1) Cosine similarity scores between the
two difference vectors (𝑐 𝑡 −𝑐𝑟 ) and ( 𝑐ˆ𝑡 −𝑐𝑟 ); Higher
scores correspond to better performance. (2) DeltaE distance in CIELAB color space between 𝑐 𝑡 and
𝑐ˆ𝑡 (see Winn and Muresan (2018); Han et al. (2019)
for discussions). Delta-E is a non-uniformity metric
for measuring color differences, which was first presented as the Euclidean Distance in CIELAB color
space (McLaren, 1976). Luo et al. (2001) present
the latest and most accurate CIE color difference
metrics, Delta-E 2000, which improves the original
formula by taking into account weighting factors
and fixing inaccuracies in lightness. Lower Delta-E
2000 values correspond to better performance.

G

Error Analysis

Figure 5: Test result for each Test set evaluated by cosine similarity with different distance-based probability
estimations over 10 runs. Error bars represents standard
deviation of the cosine similarity.

UM example, the reference color is “green” and
the modifier is “vibrant”. Since in our training,
the word embedding for “vibrant” is unseen, the
non-pragmatic (literal) model results in a negative
cosine similarity.
On the other hand, our pragmatic model 𝑆2𝑅 is
capable of making more accurate predictions when
presented with previously unseen test cases. This
is expected as, by performing additional recursive
evaluation, the pragmatic model is able to choose
more “informative” target colors. This is consistent across all Test sets where we have unseen
test examples. For FUN test set, both 𝑆0 and 𝑆2𝑅
models make poor predictions. We expect that for
unseen modifiers, the predictions should be based
on modifiers with similar meanings. For example,
“paler” should be similar to some seen modifiers,
e.g. “whiten”, “faded”. However, the predicted
modification is more close to “sandier” in this case.
As described in Mrkšić et al. (2016), this may related to closeness in the word embedding space for
these modifiers.

H Retraining
We note that in the original HSC19 paper, they computed the cosine similarity between vectors in HSV
space and RGB space. We think this could have
been an inadvertent mistake, and so we retrained
HSC19-HSV and used cosine similarities between
RGB vectors, which results in some differences in
our table. Details can be found in their public code
repository https://github.com/HanXudong/GLoM.

I Distance Metrics

In Fig. 3, we provide selected illustrative examples
from each of the five Test sets. We discuss the
two cases from the UM and FUN test sets. For the
444

As mentioned, we use Delta-E 2000 distance in the
CIELAB color space as Δ(·) in Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 2
by default. Additionally, we use cosine distance

Figure 6: Test result for each Test set evaluated by
Delta-E 2000 distance (Luo et al., 2001) in CIELAB
color space (McLaren, 1976) with different distancebased probability estimations over 10 runs. Error bars
represents standard deviation of the Delta-E 2000 distance.

in the RGB color space as our distance metrics to
formulate our distance-based probability estima𝑅 for cosine distance
tions. We denote 𝑆0,c and 𝑆2,𝑐
𝑅 for Delta-E
based estimation, and 𝑆0,𝑑 and 𝑆2,𝑑
2000 based estimation. Results are shown in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. Our result suggests that Delta-E 2000
based models perform better in most of test cases.
This result corroborates with previous works suggesting Delta-E 2000 based distance in CIELAB
color space is more accurate in describing nuanced
difference between colors (Luo et al., 2001). As
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, reconstructor-based
pragmatic speaker models are consistently outperforming literal speaker models across multiple Test
sets.
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